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Abstract:
The work reported is an exteasion from. ,aprevious study whiCh,

was limited to standard centers and tooth proportions ,only. This
artiel includes long and short addendums and modified center
distances. The analysis develops the eq1.l3tionsfor the lLmit values
of variables netlessary to remove prior severe limitations or con-
strain Is .nece:s:saryto facilitate comput,er analysis. A new computer
program. [MPOUT2. has been developed using these newly esta-
blished "limit Fcrmulas" to preventn~tive impingement on the
pinion, The industrial standard nozzle' orientation usually Ifound
where the offset S = Oandindination angle tJ = 0 will often cause
the pinion to be d privedofprinwy impingement, which can be
an importanl cause of incipient scoring .fail'ure in high-speed drives.

Introduction
In Ithegearing industry •.gears <welubricated and cooled by

various methods, At low to modera~e speeds and loads, gears
maybe partly submerged in the lubricant which provides
lubrication and cooling by splash lubrication.(l1 With splash
lubricaden, power loss increases considerably with s~,(ll

This is partially because of churning losses. It is shown that
gear scoring and surface pitting can occur when the gear teeth
are not adequately lubricated and ,cooiedY'} The results of
spur gear oil jet lubricationO) show Ithat as the gear pitch line
velocity increases at a eenseant inte-mesh lubricati~n condi~
Uon, the li:miting tooth load that will cause gear scoring is
cirasticaUy reduced. This is,primarily because the method of
lubrication does not provide adequate cooling at the increased
pitch line velocity. In a study of high-speed, heavy-duty
gears, (4) the authors showed that the oil jet location and
amount of oll flow to the gears varies nearly linearly with
gear p.itch line velocity and also with tooth load, The
authors'S) showed that 'WiLh radial iet lubrication, the gear
tooth temperature at various speeds and loads 'can be con-
siderably reduced by increasmg the lubricant jet pressure and
flow rate to obtain better coating. It was 'shown'5.61 that the
oil jet lubrication is 'the most ,effuctive method when the jet
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is direeted in the radial direction with adequa'le pressure and
flow. Many gears are lubricated by directing the oil jet at
'the engaging side of the mesh (into-mesh lubrication} or at
'the disengaging sides of the gear mesh [out-of-mesh lubrica-
'Han). The authors analyzed oil jet lubrication when theoil
jet is directed at the engaging side of thegear mesh, and it
was shown Ithat 'there is an optimum oil jet velocity and oil
jet location to obtain the best lubrication and cooling for into-
mesh lubrication. (7.81

The oil jet lubrication fo·r out-of-mesh hibric:ation was
analyzed, (91and the oil jet impingement depth was d ter-
mined for standar(fgearing dimensions. AJsoin Ithe same
reference, ,the oil jet location and dlreetion were limited to
a no-offset condition (direded at the pitch point oniy) and
ina direction narmalto the line of centers. This method will
givegood resuUs foil' standard gear dimensions with. gear
ratios dose' to unity .. However, when nonstandard dimen-
sions, spread center distance, etc. and large g -ar ratios are'
used, the oil jet direction and location should be changed to
provide the op'timum. oil. jet ilmpingem.ent depth and max-
imum cooling conditon.

The objective of the work reported herein is to. analyze the
out-of-mesh jet lubrication with most of 'the simplifying con-
straints removed. (91Since most h~-performance gears re-
quire addendum modifications and somtimes spr 'ad centers
in addiition, the analysis presented herein set out to inClude
these and other related ,conditions. One practicali constraint
is added: A nozzJe orientation that allows a pinion or gear
to be missed provides no, primary cooling to the missed
member. Such solutions are not permitted in this analysis
since they are not .of practical value and can mislead an in-
experienced gear design engineer,

BrieE Description of the Impingement Cycle
The begLmting of the pinion impingement ,cycle is about

to start as th leading edge of 'the top land of 'the gear is passed
as shown in Fig. 1..Gear tooth rotation ,continues toward th-
jet stream until the jet reaches the ttai[ing edge of the gear
tooth as shown in Fig. 2 .. At this position,. the time t is set
at zero (1=0) and the geometrical position of thegear 8,1 is
calculated. Also the LniHaliposition of the pinion 8pI is
calculated at (t=D). Then, the geometry of the lowest im-
pingement point on the pini.onis established by setting the
time ,of flight of the jet stream. head equal to the time ,of rota-
tion on the pinion from (.t =O)~nHl impingement on the
pinion takes place at 61'12' see Fig, 3. (@tr;;;;;tw)' f.ig. 4 shows
the initial position of the jet head (@t;;;;;O) when the impinge-
ment flow Itowar1:lthe lowest impingement point on ,the'g ar
is initiated. Here 'the initial position of the pinion is 8114 and
0g2 for the gear. Again the times ,of flight and rotatlon are
equated (t,=fw)' Impingement at the lowest point on the
gear ([8) is shown in Fig. 5. The gear position Is ,9gJat this
lowest point of impingement.

Thus the depth of primary impingement on the gear is dB
as shown in. the figure. When the jet velocity Vg is reduced
below Vj(mln)' the pinion is missed, and the impingement
depth on the gear is not increased as expected, but reduced.
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Fig. I - Jet coordinate origins for impingement on pinion: A = General case
where 0<S<5Q; B == special case where S '" So; C = classic case where 5
"" 0 deg.

Fig. 2-lmpingement 'on pinion (@t = 0)

Model Controlsand Restraints
Development of the mathematical model used in reference

1 was restricted to spur gears, and the nozzle position was
restricted to the arbitrary offset distances 5 =0 and arbitrary
inclination angle (3=0 orientation. The geometric definition
of 5 and {3are described below and shown in Fig. 1. The
foregoing restrictions have been removed in this mathematical
development. Also the origin for the jet stream trajectory is
defined as the position where the jet crosses thegear outside
diameter (0.0.) at A, H, and C. (Pig. 1) Position A shows

12 Gear Technology

.Fig..3-lmpingement on pinion (@t{ = twJ

the general case where 0<5<50; B is a special case where
5=50; and C is the classiccase where 5=0 pointing at the
pitch point and perpendicular to the line of centers ...

In this article, the value of the arbitrary offset 5 where the
jet line crosses the gear I.D. is restricted to 5(minl"%50
where

(Og,m, - 0p,) ai, - 0;,so= ....., +.. .
mg + I 2r,(ms + I)

as shown in Fig. 1. (See Nomenclature for variable defini-
tions not described in text). Thus the operating (or running)
offset 50 to the crotch or common intersection of the out-
sidediameters is the maximum value allowed for the offset
5 to remain within the geometric definitions described in this
article. Further when the addendum modification &apr and
.6Qgr are unequal and extreme enough to cause So to be
negative, then 50,,5,,°. Also, when&ap=.6g=aa=O with
standard centers, So reduces to

So (std) = (lI(Pn cosI/I))((Ngl NT) - 1)
IHNglNp) + l)=a(mg - l)/(mg + 1)

Also the inclination angle {3is conlined toa point at the line
of centers between the confines of the outside diameters of
the pinion and gear, respectively, as shown. in Fig. 1 ..

The inelination angle {3is considered positive when slanted
from right to left through the point of origin A, H, or C as
shown in Fig. 1. At fj=O the jet is pointed perpendicular to
the line of centers, and when {3is negative, it is slanted from
left to right through the point. of origin on the O.D. of the
gear, not shown in Fig. L It. is not usually considered wise
to use negative {3 angles with near-standard proportion gears,
lest we starve the gear of adequate coolant,

The mathematical definition of the arbitrary inclination



Fig. 4-lmpingement on pinion (@t = 0)

angle {3 is:

(2)
whe,re.

R, = (R2 or - R2Shand

J: = an. arbitrary offset distance from. 5 position to
where the jet stream crosses the common line
of centers.

Ror - Ro +4"g= operating outside .radius

Ro = Ngl(2P"cos~)+lIP,,=std. 0.0'., gear

R5 :: R;+5= radius to offset from gear center

Rr :: C,Ng/(Ng+N,,) =operating pitch radius, gear

il.t:!g :: il.N"/(2P" cos ~) =gear addendum modification

VVhen {3 is given then,

x =Rj tan {3, where {3 is arbitra_ry

Thus to remain within. the confines established for {3, {3rrw<
and {3min are defined as:

13=x :: tan -1 [(S +a",) IRiland

(3min= tan -1 I(S+Qgr) IRjI

Also, for any given offset 5, the angle {3p to. the pitch point
(used as a normalizer) is

(3)

and, further, if 5 == 50, then the angle to the pitch poin't is

(3pp = tan -1(501 Ri)

Fig. !i-Impingement on, gear (@tf = t.oJ

NEG. dplM IS SED PINICJl)

Fig. 6-Missing the pinion when V1<VKmillJ

Since {3 can be arbitrarily selected, it is necessary to provide
the user with a normalized (di,frllmsionless) input value for
{3 that wm not be out of bounds of the solvable geome'try.
This is done here using the (3i input parameter where
-1"t3'~1 and is defined in the following way ..When l3i is
positive (+):

(4)
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angular velocity (rad/s)
helix angle

- number teeth on pinion
- number of teeth on gear wheel
= pinion addendum modification
= radius to jet stream intersection

on line of centers from pinion
center (see Fig. Z)

pinion operating pitch radius (in.)
operating center distance (in.)
impingement distance (in.] (see Fig. 13)
operating outside radius of pinion (in.)
outside radius of pinion (see Fig, 1)

= perpendicular distance from pinion
center (see Fig. Z)

dp = impingement depth from pinion
O.D. (in.) (see fig ..3)

8pI=mg8g1 +invcP-(3 = jet head position t=O (see Fig. 2)
mg=NglNp1 = gear ratio (see Fig. 2)

cPtr=cos.-l(N,.coscPl(Ni+(2p~aJ)) = operating pressure angle (see Fig. 5)
M = Np+Ng

.:1a,. = .:1ap +.::lag

cPt=tan-l(tancPn/cos,p)=cos-l(RoIR) = transverse pressure angle
cPn = normal pressure angle at pitch radius

invIPt,.=t3_nIP'I,-cPtr = radians (see Fig. 4)
98'1 - cos-1(Rs/Ror) -invq,OE,+:inV¢tt- (see Fig~ 1)

cPog=cos-\RbIRo,) = pressure angle at gear 0.0.
invcPog=tancPog-¢og = radians (see fig. 2)

8p2 = tan -1. (Lpl rJ+ invIPp2 radians
¢p2=COS -1 (rb/(ri+L~YI") pressure angle at impingement point

invIPp2=tancPp2-¢p2 radians (see Fig. 3)

and when (3; is negative (-):

(5)

so that when

(3j == 0 : (3= (3p (pointing at pitch point)

(3; = 1 : {3={3max(pointing at 0..0. pin.)

(3; = -1 :{3= (3min(pointing at .o.D. gr.)

Further if the user desires to know the value of {3ithat will
make (3=0, he calculates {3io from:

(3
(3;0= p if (3io is negative as is usual.

(3min-{3'p

Simila.1'ly, when 5 is normalized we get

Sj=S/So (6)

where the value of Sj is confined to Si(min)"S,'~1.
Thus the use of the computer program, lMPOUT2, can

be entered using Biand {3jwithout knowing 5 or (3 with
some relative feel for where the jet nozzle is pointing.

A further constraint of paramount importance is Si(min)so
defined, given {3i or (3and Aapand .:1ag, so that. dp(ma>:)=0,

thus making the pinion 0..0. barely reachable when the jet

Np
Ng

.:1ap =ANpi (ZPn(Os,p)
rx=r,-S+x

rr=C,Npf(Ng+N"J
Cr=C+Aa +.Aa

i,=((r or - d"Jf - r!ll!
rorro+Aap

ro=Npf(2P"cos,p) +11 P"
r" =, rzcos(3

14 Gear TechnoloQY

velocity Vi approaches infinity. This further confines 5; so
that Si(min)<Si~l to maintain impingement at least on Ithe top
land of the pinion, where S(min)is found by iterating:

(7)

as a .function of S(min)with given {3 and .:1ap• g until the ine-
quality is satisfied when the abovemeationed restraints on
5,., (3;, .:1aP' and .:1ag are given, the user of the program
lM..POUTz is assured of impingement on the pinion. The
definition of dp(max) is given later in this article ..

Once 5(mln) is found from equation (7), Silmin)can be
calculated from

(8)
Development of the Geometric Model for the Pinion
The problem to be solved here depends on wha.t is given.

If the [et velocity is given, then we solve implicitly for the
impingement depth dp so that subsequently this depth can
be used to determine the cooling ,effect on the pinion and gear,
respectively. On the other hand, if the desired depth of im-
ping.ement is given,and dp<dplmax)' then the desired jet velo-
city Vi can be calculated explicitly from the equation:

Vjp=«((Ro/-R/)''''sec(3-pz sin (3-Lp)wp)/«()p2-(Jpl) (9)

where



As wilil be seen by [1eviewing the input ,parameters,. a
substantial amount of calculation is required before equation
(7) for Vip can be solved. Thus a computer program is re-
quired to do the job reliably, such as the program LMPOUT2
mentioned above.

Generally solving for the required velocity to obtain a
desired depth d" on out-oE-mesh cooling would be unusual.
mainly because of the limit imposed by dplmax) which is the
limiting depth of impingement when Vj-oo ISO that
O<dp<d~mal<). We calculate ~mp)from.

(10)

where

Lp(mln) =p:"tan(O'"l- inv,¢pz)

Note that ¢,,2=fJ'l(Lp) and L,,=I,,(5+6) as Vj- 00

In real geared systems. the jet velocity Vg is already
specified by the system lubricant pressure so that we solve
for d" within the range O<dp<dp(m;axl which is usually quite
narrow. When Vgis given, it is netlessary Ito solve for dp' im-
plicitly using an ite:rativetechnique. This ean be accomplished
by solving for the impingement distance Lp (See fig. 3) im-
plicitly, using the equation

(R" - R'2)11 V (e 9)L == (N S J 1'2 - pI ' .. Q
P ""O-SR -' -r..SIn:",

'" '" Wp
(11)

w.ith V, given and noting that (Jp2 == fn(Lp)'

Then the depth of impingement on the pinion is

dp= '0'-{r,} +l/)'Ii (12)

where O<.d,,<dp(mul and a neganve dp means that the jet
missed the pinion.

Missing the pinion (or neg. dp) can be avoided by proper
placement of the nozzle offset S where S(minl<S<Soas
established above and/or Vj(mlnl<V,<oo where (see Fig. 6).

(13)

where
81,,3'" 'cos - I(r,/ r0') + inv¢.op(rad)

(Jop == '(0'5-
1(r&lro,' and

inv4lop "" tan<po" -I',bop(rad)

Equatien (13) provides the minimum velocity to reach the
top land of 'the pinion for the selected offset 5 when S(mrn}<S
and d,=O. assuming that 50 is positive.

Dev. 10pment of the Geometric Model for the Gear
In the case of the gear meshing with the pillion, the jet

velocity of the gear is common wi.th that for the pinion; so
that even if the vel.ocity V'P is found explicitly to provide a
desired or specified depth of impingement on the pinion a".
the jet velOcity for the gear is a]ways provided by
Vjp = Vgp = Vj so that the impingement depth for the gear is
always found for the implidtsolution for Lp from the
equation:

- '(ro,! -rJ/)'~ V ('91 -82),
L _ +r.sin./3- J' I

, COS (j' w,
where we note lhal

(14)

e,l =i"(Lp) (see Fig ..S)

r~p= f, - Sp = ,offset radius frompinton center (sec fig. 4)

Sp = ((ro, 2 -r/coslt1)11 +rxcos,B)sin/3-(,l'-S)' (sec fig. 4)
R;r=R,+S-x

0,2 = 9'pt,lm, + invtb" + (3 (see fig. 4)

,fI,l= tan -I (L,lR,.) +il'lvtb,J (see fig. S),

tJp4 == cos -I(r,plr /II) - in:vtb"" + invtb,,) (see Fig. 4)
R' ;; R it cos 13 (see Fig. S)

41,]. == cos-I,(Rl,lR,.l +L,2)11 (s.eeFig ..S)

invtb,) = tan.p,,) - 41,) (rad) (see Fig ..5)
/b,or = co -I (r,,lror)

invtb"" == tantb", -tbo/(rad),
Rb : RCOS/fJ, '(see Fl8S. 3 and 5)

Then 'Ilie impingement deplh on the gear is calculated from

d~=Ror-,(R.l +L,l)"i

Comp<lteri~ed Parametric Study
A rather intricate computer program has been developed

which should be useful to the design engineer as well as the
researcher perfonning parametric studies. This progr.am.
]MPOUT2. was used in th - study for this section of the
article.

The out-of-mesh nozile crientatlon imposes severe imp-
ingement depth probl ms especially when thegear ratio is
larger 'than one-to-one. This is demonstrated in Fig. 7 where
it c~n be seen that when the gear ratio !'Hg is equa] 110 1.0 th
depth oliet oil Lmpingement is equal on pinion and g ar for
a perpendicular jet pointed at IIh pitch point. However, wh n
mg is larger than unity, the impingement depth on 'the pinion
is very dependent on the offset 5. This is shown in fig. 7
using the dimension Jess offset 5j• As can be seen when
SI= 1.0, the position at 'the intersection of the pinion and
gear O. D:5 the jet is pointed at the pitch point 6, = o. Both
pinion and gear have near equal impingement depth. but as
the offset 5,is lowered or the gear ratio lS incressed, ,the im~
pingernent on the pinion rapidly disappears ..In the figure at
S,,=O.96. the depth disappears at mg=6.0, and at S,;:;O.863
it disappears at 2.5. At 51=0 it disappears at 1.2. Obvious-
Iy, when 5j=0, the pinion receives jet impingement only
when mg~1.2. This illustrates the idea that for a given
pinion/gear tooth combination we need to know Sj[minl
where no impingement is possible, even when th jet v looty
Vi approaches infinity (V,- 00). This then. allows solutions
for dpand Vip when S"min)<5i<1.0 .. The gear depths dgare
also shown :for teeth with a working depth of 0.25 in. and.
therefore, the primary impingement ean only reach about
1I1Oth the working depth as shown. Fig.S shows the elfeet
of the inclination angle 6; on pinion impingement depth d".
As expected, when the jet pressure is increased. so is the im-
pingement depth, and as the6i ratio is decreased, th depth
is increased up to th maximum depth dplmax) as a function
,of S, aMd (3" per Equation 10.
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Fig. 9shcws the dEed oJ offset 5j on impingement depth
dpanddg en a mesh with long and short addendums and
a.spread center distance. The mesh has been somewhat over-
compensated so that So is negative, which is rare, and
reverses the situation such that the gear new is the member
that can be easily starved if the jet nozzle is not placed prop-
erly, Here, as can be seen, the depth of dg improves as Si is
increasedabove S;=0.6667, and when optimized by one of
the three methods available in [MPOUT2 will still provide
an equal impingement depth for beth the pinion and gear
at dimensionless depth of about 0=0.1. where o=dlwhele
depth. In addition, the program option 3 usually has a larger
value than option 2, which is also. reversed relative to. stan-
dard mesh conditions,

fig. 10 shews the results of setting 5i=0 and {3j=O and
adjusting the pinion and gear addendums to realize the

Fig. 7 - Effect of gear ratio on impingement depth. (3j == 0, lU' = 138 psi,
n = 5000 rpm. Np == 28

Fig. 8-Effect of (jj on impingement depth. Si = 1.0,21135 combination

c:

~i
,. -1

~_---.5~ O~~~::::::~~:_::~~T
- t.O

1500 lOO)
JET VElOCliTY. Vj. in/sec
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balance of depths of impingement desired. Here as is seen
in Fig. 10, as 41ap is reduced, tl.C is reduced, and at
41ap = 0.0662 an equal (or optimum) impingement depth is
reached on the pinion and gear. The connected circlesat A
depict the depths when tl.ap=O.10 and 41ag= -0.0375 ..Ob-
viously we must optimize using 5!;and {3fas discussed in .Fig.
9. The connected circles at C depict the depths when
41ap=0.08375 fer the pinion and -0.0375 fer the gear are
closer together than in Case A. In addition, when Llap is fur-
ther reduced to /1.ap = 0.06875, as In Case H, the depths get
much closer together, and at /1.ap=0.0662 = -tl.ag when op-
timized en .410., the depths areequal. -

Fig .. 11 shows the effect of (3i on Si(min)' The 21/35 tooth
combination was used as the example here. This figu.re shows
that if {3 is slanted backward inthe negative direction, Si can
be made smaller before the pinion is starved. Also if the off-
set 5i is set at 1.0, it is nearlyimpossible to starve the pi-
nion at any reasonable inclination angle (3 or (3; ratio, even
when the pressure is modest.

Fig. 12 shows the effect ef the dimensionless offset 5i on
the minimum velocity 'or its cause, jet noezle pressure at the
nozzle exit (Vj(min) ""velocity needed to. reach pinion O.D.J.
As is seen in the liigUl'e, Sj(min) establishes the asymptote
where VKminJ approaches infinity. This makes it dear that we
cannot set 51 below Si(minJ and expect to obtain primary im-
pingement en the pinion top land or profile at any jet
pressure.

Discussion
Figs. 11 and 12 show the most important results of this

st.udy,in that they point ou.t the importance of careful place-
ment of the nozzle in both position and pointing direction,
especially at higher gea:r ratios considered in Fig. 7..Also for
out-of-mesh nozzle orientation, increasing the oil jet pressure

Fig.. 9-Effect of offset 5, on impingement depth: 12/43 comb .. Pi = 0,
.:l.'1g=- 0.0375, tic = 0.06.25, tlap = 0.1. DP = 8, I{) :;:; 20 deg



1 dp' l11p • ,10, aag • -.0]15, ae.·, ~S
2 dp,IUp', 084315. ilig • -, om. loe -. 046875
3 d. 1I1' '.06875. loin' -. om
4 ~. dg~ ilap • -loag '.0662, OPTIMIZED
5 dg Aa'p·' ~75, :t.,ag • -, am
6 dp• Aap • ,068ry, loag • -.0375, loe • _QJ125
7 dg• illp • ,10, lUg - -,0375

A

I--~v"PlV III n • 5(DJ rpm
I 9
I

.5

Fig. IO-Effect of addendum modification and spread centers: 5i:: 0, fJ;=
0, for 121,43 tooth combination -

51, min
Figure 11. - Wed Of~ on 51 (minI, 21m combination, fl'

20, Pd '8"

Fig. lll-Effect of 13, on 5~minl,21/35 combination, ,op = 20, Pd == 8

rilP • 24xl03 VI ·24:d
\ . rloP -Vj UI'L_1_1,..J. .

,1,2 ,] ,4 .5 .6 .7 .8 .q 1.0
51

Flgu re 12. - Minimum dlrrerentJal 011pressure .. liP Iml nl"
Versul dimensionless o/fsel "~211l5 combihillon,
81)1>, lOOPA-, JIj '0, 111'156 \!IP.5!OIrpm.

F"tg. 12-Minimum differential oil p~ .1P(minl versus dimensionless off-
set 5{,21135 combination, 8 DP, 20 deg PA, 13] = 0, Vj = 156 ,JKJr,SOOCJ
rpm. CIRCUE A~7 ON READER' REPLYCARD,
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Cr = C + .:lap + ag = operating center distance (in.)
Lp = impingement distance for pinion (see Fig. 3) (in.l
Lg = impingement distance for gear (see Fig. 5) (in.)

Np'Ng = number of teeth in pinion and gear, respectively
R = standard pitch radius of gear

Ra = R; cos (3 = perpendicular distance from gear center (in.)
Rb= base radius of gear (in.)
Rj= (R;r - RE),' offset normal (in.)

Ror = Ro + .:lag operating outside radius of gear (in.)
Rr=Cr1'/gI(Ng+N,) = running or operating pitch radius of gear (in.)

Rs = R, + 5 radius to gear offset from gear center (in.)
R,,=R,+S-x = gear radius to coincidence of 0.D.'5 (in.)

5 = offset of jet stream on gear 0.0. (see Figs. 1 and 2) (in.)
Sj=SISo = dimensionless offset

Sj(min)=S(min}/So = minimum theoretical dimensionless offset when dp(max)=O and
Vj= 00 simultaneously (see Figs. 11 and 12)

So = offset of jet to crotch (or coincidence) of O.D.'s (see Fig. 1) (in.)
Sp = offset of jet stream on pinion 0,0 ..(see Fig. 4) (in.)
tl1l = total time of rotation(s)
x = arbitrary offset distance from 5 (see Fig. 2) (in.)
{3 = arbitrary inclination angle o.f jet stream (rad)

+(3;=({3-{3,)I({3max-{3,) = normalized positive inclination angle
-{3;=({3-{3,)I({3p-fJm;,J= normalized negative inclination angle

{3max = maximum inclination angle permitted
{3min= minimumindination angle permitted

{3p= inclination angle when jet passes through pitch point (rad)
{3pp = inclination angle when jet passes through crotch of O.D.'s and pitch

point (S = So) (rad)
o=dP,,I2 = dimensionless impingement depth, pinion or gear

llag=IlNg/(2P" cos if;) = gear addendum modification (in.l
.:lap=.:lNpl(2P" cos 1/;) = pinion addendum modification (in.)

.:lNg '= tooth addendum modification for .:lag

.:IN,, = tooth addendum modification for .:lap
IlP = differential jet pressure at nozzle exit (psi)
wp = angular velocity of pinion (rad/s)
<t>" = normal pressure angle (rad)
Vi = oil jet velocity from nozzle exit {in. Is)

NOMENCLATURE

and velocity to high levels may not always improve the
primary impingement depth appreciablyas shown in Figs.
9, 10, and 12, and in practical fact, may sometimes cause
flooding in the gear case housing. Further, if the inclination
angle {3 is adjusted to an extreme, per Fig.S, to improve the
impingement depth on the pinion, then the gear depth is
dimished usually unacceptably.

Even when the position is fixed in the historically standard
orientation position which will not allow primary impinge-
ment on the pinion for even modest gear ratios (at any jet
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pressure), the pinion and gear addendums can be adjusted
per Fig. 10 to provide adequate impingement on both mesh
members. This has been done in the past to control incipient
scuffing or scoring, often without the designer realizing he
was also controlling the impingement and cooling phenomena
favorably.

'Summary of Results
An analysis was developed for the lubrication jet flow in

the out-of-mesh condition. The analysis provides for the in-



Vjrnin = jet velocity when dp=O for given wI' (in.ls)
Agr=Ror- R. = operating gear addendum (in.)

Qpr= 'o.-'r = operating pinion addendum (in.)
dg = depth of impingement on gear (in.)
dp = depth of impingement on pinion (in.)

dp(m ....l = maximum theoretical depth on pinion Vg = eo
inv,pog=tan,pog-,pog = involute function of ,pog(typical) (rad.)

mg = gear reduction ratio
p" = normal diametral pitch

.r = standard pitch radius of pinion
r" = r~ 'cos fJ = perpendicular distance tor pinion center (In.)
rb = r cos ,pI = base radius of pinion (in.)
r0'= ro+~p = operating outside radius of pinion (in.)

'r=C,N,/(Np+Ng) = running or operating pitch radius of pinion (in.)
r.p=r,-Sp = offset radius from pinion center (in.)

rx='.-S+x = pinion radius to coincidence of O,D,.'s (in.)
t = generalized time of jet Hight and gear rotationts)
tf = total time of flight to jet impingementfs)

,pog = pressure angle at 0.0.. of gear (rad)
tPp2 = pressure angle at lowest impingement point on pinion (rad)
tPop = pressure angle at 0.0. of pinion (rad)

tPl = tangential standard pressure angle (rad)
tPr, = tangential operating pressure angle (rad)

,p = helix angle (deg)
0gl = initial position of gear tooth at beginning of pinion impingement cycle

(I =0) (rad)
8gZ = initial position of gear tooth at beginning of gear impingement cycle

(rad)
Og3 = final position of gear at max. impingement depth (tf= tw) (rad)
fJ"l= i.nitial angular position of pinion tooth at beginning of pinion imp-

i.ngement ,cycle (t=O) (rad)
0,,2 = final position of pinion tooth at maximum impingement depth (ts=t,ul

(rad)
91'3 = final position of pinion tooth when just missed by jet stream (t-O)

(rad)
()p4 = initial position of pinion tooth at beginning of gear impingement cycle

(t=O) (rad)

elusion of modified center distances and modifiedaddendums.
The equadons are developed for the limit values of variables
necessary to remove the severe limitations or constraints
necessary to facilitate computer analysis. A computer pro-
gram. was developed using these limit formulas to prevent
negative impingement (missing) on the pinion. The follow-
ing results were obtained:

1. The industrial standard nozzle orientation usually found
where the offset 5 = 0 and inclination angle {3=0 will often
cause the pinion to be deprived of primary impingement,

which can be important cause of incipient gearing Iailur in
high-speed drives,

2. For ratios larger than 1,1, the oj[ jet will only impinge
on the gear teeth unless a minimum calculated jet velocity
is provided to lubricate the pinion teeth.

3. When a minimum oil jet velOCity is provided, the oil
jet offset must be equal to or greater than a minimum
calculated offset to assure Impingement on the pinion.

41.As the oil jet velocity is increased above the calculated
minimum value, the impingement depth will increase, but
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at at decreasing rate. The maximum lm-
pingement depth will gener.ally not ex-
ceed 10 percent of the tooth profile
depth.
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